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Cannabis E Marijuana: 10 Domande Su Cui Riflettere Per Comprendere Effetti Ed Implicazioni Di Una Sostanza Usata Sin Dall'antichità
Significant changes have taken place in the policy landscape surrounding cannabis legalization, production, and use. During the past 20 years, 25 states and the District of Columbia have legalized cannabis and/or cannabidiol (a component of cannabis) for medical conditions or retail sales at the state level and 4 states have legalized both the medical and recreational use of cannabis. These landmark changes in policy have impacted cannabis use patterns and perceived levels of risk. However, despite this changing landscape, evidence regarding the short- and long-term health effects of cannabis use remains elusive. While a myriad of studies have examined
cannabis use in all its various forms, often these research conclusions are not appropriately synthesized, translated for, or communicated to policy makers, health care providers, state health officials, or other stakeholders who have been charged with influencing and enacting policies, procedures, and laws related to cannabis use. Unlike other controlled substances such as alcohol or tobacco, no accepted standards for safe use or appropriate dose are available to help guide individuals as they make choices regarding the issues of if, when, where, and how to use cannabis safely and, in regard to therapeutic uses, effectively. Shifting public sentiment,
conflicting and impeded scientific research, and legislative battles have fueled the debate about what, if any, harms or benefits can be attributed to the use of cannabis or its derivatives, and this lack of aggregated knowledge has broad public health implications. The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids provides a comprehensive review of scientific evidence related to the health effects and potential therapeutic benefits of cannabis. This report provides a research agendaâ€"outlining gaps in current knowledge and opportunities for providing additional insight into these issuesâ€"that summarizes and prioritizes pressing research needs.
Stai cercando di ricevere i benefici della marijuana senza vaporizzare o fumare? Sei un principiante che viene introdotto alla cannabis per la prima volta e stai cercando un modo semplice per prendere la marijuana? O sei un intenditore di cannabis che cerca di fare la tua cucina infusa di marijuana a casa? Stai cercando una risorsa che ti aiuti a imparare facilmente a cucinare con la cannabis? Se questo suona come te, allora continua a leggere! I prodotti commestibili sono qualsiasi alimento o bevanda in cui è stata infusa la cannabis. I prodotti commestibili a base di cannabis sono realizzati utilizzando ingredienti che sono stati estratti da materiali di
piante di marijuana indurite, come gemme e potature. Questi dolcetti conterranno THC attivato e possono produrre effetti positivi simili a quelli delle gemme fumanti. I prodotti commestibili si trovano più spesso nei deserti pieni di zucchero che sono facili da dividere per anche dosare come brownies o polloni. Tuttavia, quasi tutte le ricette che ti vengono in mente, compresi i piatti di tre portate più eleganti, potrebbero essere infuse di cannabis con gli ingredienti e gli strumenti giusti. Imparare a cucinare con la cannabis ti aiuterà a raggiungere tutti i tuoi obiettivi utilizzando l'erba storica, non importa quanto siano grandi o piccole. Indipendentemente da chi
sei e da cosa vuoi ottenere, la base per cucinare con la cannabis è la stessa per tutti. Questo libro ti aiuterà a capire tutto ciò che devi sapere sugli edibili alla marijuana, compresi i benefici e le sfide che comportano, e ti fornirò un processo passo passo per cucinare con la cannabis insieme ad alcune ricette pratiche che puoi mettere in pratica lontano. All'interno di queste pagine scoprirai: •La storia degli edibili alla cannabis • In che modo gli effetti della marijuana commestibili differiscono dagli altri prodotti a base di cannabis • Domande fr
A guide to the benefits and challenges of the use of cannabis in spiritual practice • Includes chapters by 18 authoritative and influential voices of the modern cannabis movement, including Kathleen Harrison, Joan Bello, Hamilton Souther, Steven Hager, Chris Bennett, Dee Dussault, Jeremy Wolff, and Roger Christie • Explores the use of marijuana in a wide range of spiritual practices, including meditation, yoga, chanting, visualization, shamanism, group ceremonies, work with other entheogens, and as a creative aid Truly a medicine for body and soul, one of cannabis’s greatest gifts is its remarkable potential for spiritual healing and awakening. In this
authoritative guide, editor Stephen Gray and 17 other influential voices of the modern cannabis movement explore the spiritual benefits of cannabis and offer guidance on how to interact with the intelligence of this plant ally, a companion and supporter of humanity for millennia. Exploring cannabis spirituality in practice, Gray’s chapters examine dosage, strains, and methods of intake; the use of cannabis to open the creative channels; how to conduct group ceremonies with cannabis; and cautions and counterindications for cannabis use. We hear from Chris Bennett on the religious and ritual use of cannabis from pre-biblical times to the present, Joan
Bello on marijuana and the body-mind connection, Dee Dussault on ganja yoga, Kathleen Harrison on humanity’s co-evolution with cannabis, and cannabis shaman Hamilton Souther on working with the spirit of cannabis. The contributors explore the spiritual future of this plant ally as well as the ritual use of cannabis by the Rastafarians of Jamaica and the Sadhus of India. The chapters from Brazilian ayahuasca shaman Mariano da Silva and ayahuasca apprentice Francisco present wisdom on comingling the sacramental medicines of cannabis and ayahuasca. Revealing the potential of “the people’s plant” to enhance a wide range of spiritual
practices, such as meditation, yoga, chanting, visualization, shamanism, spirit work, and explorations with other entheogens, this guide shows how cannabis is an effective ally on the awakening journey, unlocking the receptive energy in us all and helping us to feel connected to nature, to each other, and to ourselves.
Cibo Alla Marijuana Per Principianti E Ricettario Sulla Cannabis
Challenge and Continuity Across the Life Span
A Clinician's Guide
soul physiology
Marihuana reconsidered
Addiction Medicine
Rapporto sui diritti globali

neurons and their metaphysical side-effects: from a rigorous discussion of the properties of neurons and brain to the mechanisms by which this grayish jelly generates and explains emotional life, conscience, thought, our sense of beauty and justice, our need for infinityand almost all that we love calling "soul"... the book can be browsed at http://www.neuroworld.it/soul
How to use finance as a tool to build a more equitable and sustainable society. Money defines our present and will shape our future. Every investment decision we make adds a chapter to the story of what our world will look like. Although the idea of mission-based finance has been around for decades, there is a gap between organizations' stated intention to "do good" and meaningful impact. Still, some are succeeding. In Just Money, Katrin Kaufer and Lillian Steponaitis take readers on a global tour of financial institutions that
use finance as a force for good.
Expanded and completely rewritten with information on grow rooms, greenhouses and outdoor growing, medicinal cannabis, security, lighting, fertilisers, hydroponics, Sea of Green, seeds, seedlings, vegetative growth, mother plants, cloning, flowering, harvesting and curing, diseases, pests and hash making. More than 1100 full colour photos and drawings illustrate every detail and numerous simple cultivation solutions make for easy appeal to novice growers. Readers will learn how to achieve the highest, most potent yields,
even with limited space and budget.
La cannabis. Proprietà, storia, impieghi, folklore
Mission-Driven Banks and the Future of Finance
The Health Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids
Dal Progetto Mosaico 2003 ad uno studio dell'Università del Salento
Runner's High
The Indoor High Yield Guide
How a Movement of Cannabis-Fueled Athletes Is Changing the Science of Sports
This book has been replaced by Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention for Addictive Behaviors, Second Edition, ISBN 978-1-4625-4531-5.
With a focus on functional relationships between drugs and their targets, this book covers basic and general pharmacology, from a cellular and molecular perspective, with particular attention to the mechanisms of drug action – the fundamental basis for proper clinical use- without neglecting clinical application, toxicology and pharmacokinetics. • Covers cell and molecular pharmacology, bringing together current research on regulation of drug targets, at a level appropriate for advanced
undergrad and graduate students • Discusses the relevance of pharmacokinetics and drug development for the clinical application of drugs • Presents material from the perspective of drug targets and interaction, the theoretical basis of drug action analysis, and drug properties • Focuses on structure-function relationships of drug targets – informing about their biochemical and physiologic functions and experimental and clinical pathways for drug discovery and development • Has a
companion website that offers a host of resources: short additional chapters about methodology, topics at the forefront of research, and all figures and tables from the book
The essential book on CBD as medicine This practical, accessible guide to using CBD-dominant cannabis contains a wealth of information for both first-time explorers and experienced patients who want to know more about safely treating a number of health conditions with remarkable results and low to no psychoactivity or negative side effects. CBD (cannabidiol) is a component of cannabis that can provide relief for conditions such as seizures, pain, inflammation, anxiety, depression,
arthritis, and a number of other issues. This book offers guidance on various forms of the medicine such as oil infusions, alcohol-based tinctures, capsules, and CO2 concentrated extracts. The information is organized by health condition and also by recommended CBD-rich strains, which do not produce the "highs" associated with THC. With dosage suggestions, potential side effects and contraindications, and the pharmacology of the plant, this is an essential guide for both doctors and
patients looking for a nontoxic alternative to opiate-based pain medications and other pharmaceuticals. While cannabis has been used for medicinal and recreational purposes for thousands of years, only in the last fifty years have scientists begun to shed light on the chemistry of the plant and its interactions with the human body. Research has led to the discovery of a whole new system in the body, the endocannabinoid system, which plays a role in mediating functions such as appetite,
immunity, mood, pain response, and memory. The authors present case studies, interviews with doctors who prescribe cannabidiol products, and the latest research regarding other active phytocannabinoids and terpenoids present in cannabis that are being studied for medical use. They also address the difference between CBD products derived from industrial hemp or in a lab, versus those made from medical marijuana using the whole plant. In addition to offering the most up-to-date
and comprehensive information on CBD-dominant cannabis therapy for humans, this book is the first to offer guidance for using the medicine for animals, with suggestions for dosage and delivery and useful forms and strains for common health issues in pets. Finally, the authors take a look at the future of cannabis medicine, charting trends in the legalization movement and suggesting how CBD might be used to fight the opioid epidemic.
Developing Minds
Marihuana, the Forbidden Medicine
Just Money
Picatrix
Rapporto annuale
Goodman and Gilman's The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics
Marijuana Grower's Handbook
When cannabis growers have questions about their crop, they turn to this bible. With over 55,000 orginal copies sold, this second edition delivers even more tips, and is fully illustrated and updated with a new section on organics. Greg Green offers methods on how to maximise yield and potency, whilst blending a solid understanding of marijuana botany with practical advice on the day-today demands of maintaining a garden. It also covers everything from the best plant genetics to protecting crops from pests and prying eyes.
Lo scopo di questo libro è quello di occuparsi a tutto tondo, ma in chiave essenzialmente sociologica, della cannabis. Questa pianta millenaria, pur prestandosi a innumerevoli usi, è nota in primo luogo per i suoi effetti psicoattivi. Oggetto di repressione attraverso il proibizionismo americano a partire dagli anni Trenta del secolo scorso, la cannabis è divenuta simbolo della
contestazione giovanile nel corso degli anni Sessanta del Novecento e si è poi largamente diffusa come "droga" ricreazionale, tanto da rappresentare la sostanza psicoattiva illegale più diffusa nelle società occidentali. Il dibattito su hashish e marijuana è tuttavia ancora piuttosto acceso. Il volume, attraverso un rimando continuo alle ricerche internazionali più recenti, affronta le
questioni principali che ruotano attorno alla cannabis: i dati sui consumi, il confronto sugli orientamenti giuridici in Europa, i significati connessi alla fruizione in rapporto al gruppo dei pari ed al vissuto soggettivo individuale, l'uso all'interno delle poliassunzioni, la dipendenza, le ricadute sulla sessualità, la fruizione terapeutica, l'eziologia del consumo, gli effetti sulla
salute psico-fisica e sulle prestazioni sportive, le terapie per il recupero. Per ogni argomento, vengono proposte specifiche chiavi interpretative e linee di intervento e di politiche socio-sanitarie.
Mental health services have changed completely in the UK, and the new edition of ABC of Mental Health has been thoroughly updated and revised to reflect this. Providing clear practical advice on how to recognise, diagnose and manage mental disorders successfully and safely, with sections on selecting drugs and psychological treatments, and improving compliance, ABC of Mental Health also
contains information on the major categories of mental health disorders, the mental health needs of vulnerable groups (such as the elderly, children, homeless and ethnic minorities) and the psychological treatments. Fully up to date with recent mental health legislation, this new edition is as comprehensive as it is invaluable. By covering the mental health needs of special groups, this
ABC equips GPs, hospital doctors, nurses, counsellors and social workers with all the information they need for the day to day management of patients with mental health problems.
A Medieval Treatise on Astral Magic
I giovani in Abruzzo
The Current State of Evidence and Recommendations for Research
A Review of the Scientific Evidence
disagio giovanile ed uso di stupefacenti in due diverse realtà scolastiche del Sud
Infinite Jest
Hemp, an Incredible Story
A manual for constructing talismans, mixing magical compounds, summoning planetary spirits, and determining astrological conditions, Picatrix is a cornerstone of Western esotericism. It offers important insights not only into occult practices and beliefs but also into the transmission of magical ideas from antiquity to the present. Dan Attrell and David Porreca’s English translation opens the world of this vital medieval treatise to modern-day scholars and lay readers. The original text, Gh?yat al-?ak?m, was compiled in Arabic from over two hundred sources in the latter
half of the tenth century. It was translated into Castilian Spanish in the mid-thirteenth century, and shortly thereafter into Latin. Based on David Pingree’s edition of the Latin text, this translation captures the spirit of Picatrix’s role in the European tradition. In the world of Picatrix, we see a seamless integration of practical magic, earnest piety, and traditional philosophy. The detailed introduction considers the text’s reception through multiple iterations and includes an enlightening statistical breakdown of the rituals described in the book. Framed by extensive research
on the ancient and medieval context that gave rise to the Latin version of the text, this translation of Picatrix will be an indispensable volume for students and scholars of the history of science, magic, and religion and will fascinate anyone interested in the occult.
**** A classic text, now in its 50th year, recommended as a first purchase by Brandon-Hill. The new edition reflects the impact of modern biology since the previous edition in 1985: novel drugs produced by recombinant DNA technology, detailed knowledge of the structure and function of dozens of receptors, major progress in rational drug design, and improved treatment from appreciation of the importance of interplay between pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
A controversial and persuasive analysis of addiction A tour de force, a spectacular effort of research andunderstanding. This book gives us the courage to bypass diseasenotions to deal with intrapsychic, family system, and social andcultural dynamics in addiction. ?David Cook, Counseling and Psychological Services, University ofWisconsin This compelling and controversial book challenges the widelyaccepted belief that alcohol and drug addiction have a genetic orbiological basis. The so-called disease theory suggests that a substance or activity can cause the
addict to losecontrol of his behavior. Stanton Peele demonstrates how this notionfails to make sense of scientific observations. Analyzing studies of drug and cigarette addiction, alcoholism,obesity, and other potential compulsions such as running and sex,Peele reveals the surprising frequency of self-cure as part of theevidence. The author finds that compulsive habits and depAndencyare a way of coping that individuals can reverse as their lifecircumstances change. This brilliantly argued book is sure toprovoke discussion and stimulate new approaches to treatment.
The Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower's Bible
Cannabis and Spirituality
Hemp Diseases and Pests
Ricerca, osservatori, piani di zona, clinica, prevenzione
True False Fictive
Alcol e buone prassi sociologiche. Ricerca, osservatori, piani di zona, clinica, prevenzione
hashish e marijuana nelle società occidentali
Hemp is enjoying a worldwide resurgence. This book combines a useful review of the hemp pest and disease literature published over the past 50 years, with up-to-date information on modern biological control techniques. Each pest and disease organism is presented in the same format, covering range and economic impact, symptoms, life history, diagnosis, and both new and old techniques for biological control and chemical control. Easy to use keys are
included for rapid identification of the most common pests. Introductory chapters describe the general principles of plant protection, requirements for healthy plant growth, and taxonomy of parasites and pathogens.
Michael Pollan's How to Change Your Mind meets Christopher McDougall's Born to Run in this immersive, investigative look at the hidden culture of cannabis use among elite athletes (as well as weekend warriors)--and the surprising emerging science behind the elusive, exhilarating "runner's high" they all seek. Pot makes exercise fun. The link between performance enhancement and cannabis has been an open secret for many years, so much so that with the
wide-sweeping national legalization of cannabis, combining weed and working out has become the hottest new wellness trend. Why, then, is there still a skewed perception around this leafy substance that it only produces the lazy, red-eyed stoner laid out on a couch somewhere, munching on junk food? In fact, scientists have conducted extensive research that uncovers the power of the "runner's high"--the true holy grail of aerobic activity that was long
believed to be caused by endorphins. In an extraordinary reversal, scientists believe marijuana may actually be the key to getting more Americans off their phones and on to their feet. In Runner's High, seasoned investigative journalist Josiah Hesse takes readers on a journey through the secret world of stoned athletes, describing astounding, cannabis-inspired physical and mental transformations, just like he experienced. From the economics of the $20
billion CBD market to the inherent inequalities in the enforcement of marijuana prohibition; from the mind-body connection behind the "runner's high" to the best way to make your own cannabis-infused power bars; Runner's High takes this groundbreaking science out of the lab and onto the trail, court, field, and pitch, fundamentally changing the way we think about exercise, recovery, and cannabis.
This is a book about growing up - the process of development from the cradle to the coffin and all the life changes in between. It covers growth from infancy to adolescence and beyond including changes at puberty and responses to it, social relationships including attachment to parents and later to partners, family interaction, the development of language and intelligence, emotional development, psychosexual development, stress, aggression and work.
The Cannabis Grow Bible
An Advanced Study: The Propagation and Breeding of Distinctive Cannabis
An Explorer’s Guide to an Ancient Plant Spirit Ally
Cannabis e marijuana. 10 domande su cui riflettere per comprendere effetti ed implicazioni di una sostanza usata sin dall'antichità
Clinical Observations on Motivation and Learning
Marijuana Myths, Marijuana Facts
ABC of Mental Health

Substance use and related addictive disorders rate amongst the top four risk factors contributing to the global burden of disease and form an increasingly important part of medical and healthcare practice. Substance use disorders can cause, mimic, underlie or complicate a large number of common medical and psychiatric disorders. Making a correct diagnosis of the substance use disorder can facilitate clinical diagnosis, avoid unnecessary tests, shorten hospital stay and make the clinician and patient's life easier and safer.
Part of the successful Oxford Specialist Handbooks series, the second edition of Addiction Medicine is a concise and practical guide for students, practitioners of medicine and other health professions who come into contact with people with substance use disorders. Providing up-to-date practical assessment, diagnosis, treatment and management options, this edition expands on the first edition through updated content and global coverage of addiction medicine. Edited by a global team of experienced psychiatrists specialized
in addictions, Addiction Medicine, Second edition contains everything you need to know to assist in the assessment, diagnosis and clinical management of patients with substance use and related addictive disorders.
Cannabis e marijuana. 10 domande su cui riflettere per comprendere effetti ed implicazioni di una sostanza usata sin dall'antichit Marihuana reconsideredApogeo EditoreCucinando Con La CannabisCibo Alla Marijuana Per Principianti E Ricettario Sulla CannabisBabelcube Inc.
Reviews the scientific research about the effects of marijuana on human health and behavior, debunking some of the myths that have been circulated about the drug, and offering a basis for making informed personal and public policy decisions regarding marijuana use.
Panorama
Marijuana Horticulture
Marijuana and Youth
Therapeutic Uses of Cannabis
A Patient's Guide to Medicinal Cannabis--Healing without the High
CBD

'A writer of virtuostic talents who can seemingly do anything' New York Times 'Wallace is a superb comedian of culture . . . his exuberance and intellectual impishness are a delight' James Wood, Guardian 'He induces the kind of laughter which, when read in bed with a sleeping partner, wakes said sleeping partner up . . . He's damn good' Nicholas Lezard, Guardian 'One of the best books about addiction and recovery to appear in recent memory' Sunday Times Somewhere in the not-so-distant future the residents of Ennet House, a Boston halfway house for recovering
addicts, and students at the nearby Enfield Tennis Academy are ensnared in the search for the master copy of Infinite Jest, a movie said to be so dangerously entertaining its viewers become entranced and expire in a state of catatonic bliss . . .
"This book is a translation of historian Carlo Ginzburg?s latest collection of essays. Through the detective work of uncovering a wide variety of stories or microhistories from fragments, Ginzburg takes on the bigger questions: How do we draw the line between truth and fiction? What is the relationship between history and memory? Stories range from medieval Europe, the inquisitional trial of a witch, seventeenth-century antiquarianism, and twentieth-century historians."--Provided by publisher.
At the last Annual Representative Meeting of the British Medical Association a motion was passed that `certain additional cannabinoids should be legalized for wider medicinal use.'' This report supports this landmark statement by reviewing the scientific evidence for the therapeutic use of cannabinoids and sets the agenda for change. It will be welcomed by those who believe that cannabinoids can be used in medical treatment. The report discusses in a clear and readable form the use and adverse effects of the drug for nausea, multiple sclerosis, pain, epilepsy,
glaucoma, and asthma.
Threads and Traces
Transforming Fear, Anger, and Jealousy into Creative Energy
Integrated Pharmacology
Principles of Drug Action
Radicali liberi. Elogio della scienza anarchica
General and Molecular Pharmacology
The Meaning of Addiction

Two eminent Harvard researchers describe the medical benefits of marihuana, explain why its use has been forbidden, and argue for its full legalization to make it available to patients who need it. Highly praised when it was first published in 1993, this timely new edition has been expanded to include the latest research. Illustrated.
INTEGRATED PHARMACOLOGY, 2ND EDITION takes a unique approach to pharmacology, considering drugs in the context of the diseases they are used to treat -- all within a body system framework. Drug action is clearly explained at the molecular, cellular, tissue, and organ levels. The basic principles underlying pharmacology are presented, providing a strong foundation for the system-based chapters that follow. Each body
system chapter addresses the common diseases affecting a system before comprehensively discussing the drug classes and specific drugs used to treat the diseases. A superb, full-color illustration program helps the reader understand the complex ways in which modern drugs are used to treat diseases. The smart way to study! Elsevier titles with STUDENT CONSULT will help you master difficult concepts and study more
efficiently in print and online! Perform rapid searches. Integrate bonus content from other disciplines. Download text to your handheld device. And a lot more. Each STUDENT CONSULT title comes with full text online, a unique image library, case studies, USMLE style questions, and online note-taking to enhance your learning experience. Your purchase of this book entitles you to access www.studentconsult.com at no
extra charge. This innovative web site offers you... Access to the complete text and illustrations of this book. Integration links to bonus content in other STUDENT CONSULT titles. Content clipping for your handheld. An interactive community center with a wealth of additional resources. The more STUDENT CONSULT titles you buy, the more resources you can access online! Look for the STUDENT CONSULT logo on your
favorite Elsevier textbooks! New chapter on herbs Expanded content on drug action and drug kinetics. Restructure of contents to make book more user friendly
Legendary grower Ed Rosenthal shares his knowledge and experience on every portion of the marijuana plant's life cycle, giving advice from seed selection to harvesting. Inlcudes information on growth rate, lighting, CO2, temperature, nutrients, water and sexing plants. With a colour photo section, index, bibliography, tables and charts.
The Definitive Guide to Growing Marijuana for Recreational and Medical Use
Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention for Addictive Behaviors
Management and Biological Control : an Advanced Treatise
La normalità di una droga
Marijuana Botany
la situazione del paese
Emotional Wellness

How do we reconcile our need to express our emotions with our desire to protect others? Far too often we find ourselves trapped in this dilemma of expression versus repression. We fear that by expressing our true feelings, we will hurt and alienate those close to us. But by repressing our emotions—even in the benevolent guise of “self-control”—we only risk hurting ourselves. Osho, one of the most provocative and inspiring spiritual teachers of our time, provides here a practical and comprehensive approach to dealing with this
conflict effectively. Incorporating new, never-before-published material, Emotional Wellness leads us to understand the roots of our emotions, to react to situations in a way that can teach us more about ourselves and others, and to respond to life’s inevitable ups and downs with far greater confidence and equilibrium. Discover: • The impact that fear, anger, and jealousy have on our lives • How emotions like guilt, insecurity, and fear are used to manipulate us • How to break out of unhealthy responses to strong emotions • How to
transform destructive emotions into creative energy • The role of society and culture on our individual emotional styles Osho’s unique insight into the human mind and heart goes far beyond conventional psychology. He teaches us to experience our emotions fully and to deal with them creatively in order to achieve a richer, fuller life.
Marijuana Botany presents the scientific knowledge and propagation techniques used to preserve and multiply vanishing Cannabis strains. Also included is information concerning Cannabis genetics and breeding used to begin plant improvement programs. The book presents scientific and horticultural principles, along with their practical applications, necessary for the breeding and propagation of Cannabis and in particular, marijuana. It will appeal not only to the professional researcher, but to the marijuana enthusiast or anyone
with an eye to the future of Cannabis products.
An Unconventional View
Cucinando Con La Cannabis
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